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ABSTRACT

Emissions of total oxides of nitrogen, unburned hydrocarbons, carbon

monoxide, and carbon dioxide from a J-58 engine at simulated flight condi-
tions of Mach 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8 at 19.8 km altitude are reported. For

each fllght condition, measurements were made for fouc engine power levels
from maximum power without afterburnlng through maximum afterbur_ting.

• These measurements were made 7 cm downstream of the engine primary nozzle !
using a single point traversing gas sample probe. Results show that

- emissions varv with flight speed, engine power level, and with radial po- !

sltion across the exhaust.
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GASEOUS EXHAUST EMISSIONS FROM A J-58 ENGINE AT

SIMULATED SUPERSONIC FLIGHT CONDITIONS

by James D. Holdeman
Lewis Research Canter

SUMMARY

Emissions of total oxides of nitrogen, unburned hydrocarbons, carbon

monoxide, and carbon dioxide from a J-58 engine at simulated flight con-

. ditions of Math 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8 at 19.8 kmaltitude are reported. For it
each flight condition, detailed emissions and temperature measurements

: were made for four engine power levels from maximum power without after-
burning through maximum afterburnlng. These measurements _mre made on a

single diameter 7 cm downstream of the engine primary nozzle using a

: slnglepolnt traversing gas sample probe. Emission profiles, presented

in terms of concentration (ppmv) and local emission index (g emittant/kg

fuel), show that emissions vary with flight speed, engine power level,

and with radial position across the exhaust.

INTRODUCTION
!

_ Testing of a J-58 afterburning turbojet engine was conducted to de-

termine its emissions of oxides of nitrogen, unburned hydrocarbons, carbon

monoxide, and carbon dioxide, at simulated supersonic, high altitude
flight conditions.

Emission measurements from aircraft turbine engines, and In particu-

lar, afterburnlng engines, at high altitude supersonic flight conditions
are relevant to answering questions about the environmental impact of the

supersonic transport. The purpose of the present investigation is to

provide an emissions calibration for the J-58 engine for subsequent use
'%

in the NASA Stratosphere Jet Wake Flight Experiment (discussed in ref, I). _
In this program, In-fllght sampling of exhaust constituents will E= np4e

in the wake of a YF-12 aircraft, powered by two J-58 engines, during _
. supersonic, stratospheric flight. Thee missions _alibration tests will

provide the initial conditions for assessing the dispersion and dilution
of exhaust products in the stratosphere. In addition, these tests will

• add to the general knowledge about emissions from afterburning turbojet !
engines at high altitude conditions. Although emission levels for the

J-58 engine may not necessarily be representative of emissions from engines _i
designed for present or future commercial supersonic aircraft, the trends
should be similar.

Previous studies dealing with aircraft Jet engine emissions at alti-

tude conditions are reported in references 2 to 6. In these, various an- _ ._
sines and flight conditions have been examined. The J-93 tests (ref. 6) .

conducted at AEDC as part of the Climatic Impact Assessment Program are

si
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the most closely related to the present znvestigation in terms of the

size of the engine tested and flight conditions exa,,-.Ined,

The present In.,estigation was conducted in the Propulsion Systems I
Laboratory at the Lewis Research Center. Test conditions included simu-

lated fl._ght speeds of Y_zch 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8, all at 19.8 km altitude.

At each flight condition, data traverses across the diameter of the pri-

mary exhaust nozzle were made for four engine power levels from maximum
power without aftezburning to maximum afterburning.

APPARATUS

' Engine

: The J-58 engine is an afterburnlng turbojet designed for operation

at flight speeds in excess o£ Math 2 at stratospheric altitudes. Two oz

these engines provide the propulsion for the NASA/USAF YF-12A alrc:a£t
The J-58 engine tested in this program id one of two that will be used

d Stratosphere Jet Wake Experlment.
in the NASA

Facility

The engine was tes_.ed in the Propulsion Systems Laboratory at the

Lewis Researcl Center. This altitude chamber facility and associated air
handling equipment provided conditioned inlet airflow a_d appropriate

exhaust pressure to accurately simulate the conditions at the engine inlet

and exhaust corresponding to the selected supersonic flight conditions.

The engine operates using JP-7 fuel. This fuel was heated to 395 K prlo_

to entering the engine to simulate the condition aboard the alrcraft-.dur-

1.ngsupersonic flight.

i

Gas Sample Probe and Transport System

%

A single point, traversing, water-cooled gas _ample probe was used to _

obtain emission measurements. The probe and its traversing mechanism a_e '_
. shown mounted behind the engine in figure l(a). The traversing mechanism _'

had the capability to translate the probe ':60cm horizontally and _20 cm

vertically fro_ the engine centerline.

The sensor area of the probe is shown in flgute l(b). A total pres-

sure sensor t_as mounted 2.5 cm above the sample probe and three unshlelded

" irSdlum/Irldlum-rhodium thermocouples were mounted 2.5 and 5 cm below and

5 cm above the gas saMple probe The gas sample sensor lindan i od of _ '

0.717 cm. The probe tip extended 1.9 cm forward of the rake body. This I_
section was water-cooled for a distance of 8 cm dovnstream from the tip

both for sample conditioning and probe integrity. Followlng this section,
the sample line increased to 0.818 cm i.d. (3/8 in. o,d,). For aiterbvrn-

ing condttlons, a second water-cooled heat exchanger on the ne_t 30 cm ot
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llne woe .sed to provide additional quenchln_ of the sample. Aoproxl-

mately !.(_ne_ers of 0.95 cm stainless-steel line was used to transport

the sample to the analyzers, In order to prevent condensation of water
and to minimize adsorbtion-desorbtion effects of hydrocarbon compounds,

the llne was beated with steam a_ 428 K. Four heated metal bel.l_ws pumps

(two pumps I_ series in each of two parallel legs) were used to supply

sufficient gas sample pressure, 17 N/cm 2, ..tooperate the analytical in-

struments. The gas sa_.ple line residence t_-:.newas less than 2 seccnd_
for all t,est conditions.

Gas Analysis Instrumentation

The exhaust gas analysis system, figure 2, is a ,_ackaBed unit con-
sistlng of four commercially _.¢ailable instruments along with associated

peripheral equipment necessary for sample conditioning and instrument cal-
ibration. In addition to the visual readout at the console, electrical

inputs are provided to the facility computer for on-line analysis and
data eva luation. •

m_

The hyd.oearbon content of the exhaust gas was measured on a wet i
basis using a Beck_,an Instruments Model 402 Hydrocarbon Analyzer_ _is :_
instrument is of the flame ionization detector type. The concentration

of the oxides of nitrogen was measured on a dry basis using a The_mo

Electron Corporation Model 10A Cheniluminescence Analyzer. This instru-
._ ment includes a thermal converter to reduce NO 2 to _O. Data were oh- 3

rained as total NOX (NO + NO 2) . Both car_on monoxide and carbon dlo::ide
ii were measured dry uelng analyzers of the nondispersive _frared (NDIR)

:_ type. These __nstrumen_.swere Beckman Instruments Zdodel 315B.

--_ The engine test conditions are presented in table I. Engine inlet

i= air uas c,_ndltloned to correspond to the values at the engine face for

i/ supersonic flight speeds of M; :h 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8 at an altitude el
'-_ 19.8 kilometers. For each flight co,dition, tests were made at four _

_' engine power settings from military _hToush _mxi_._ aZte_buznlng,re

1!'" see table I. The altitude chamber pressure for each flight condition was " {

se]ected to ensure 3 hard choke at the engine primary exhaust nozzle.Note that the alti_.ude chamber pressure does not need to be equal re the

ii" ambient static pressure for the simulated altitude. The internal perform-
ance of the engine is correctly simulated for all pressures low enough to
choke the nozzle.

Emission traverses were _ade at the plane of the primary noz_le (actu-

ally the probe was 6.7 cm from the exit plane when the engine was cold _ /
with the nozzle wlde or, n). Data were obtained a_ 5 c_ (nomlna]) inter-

vale _,cross the horizontal exhaust diameter resultin_ in approxim,_tely _ ,

20 data points per traverse. These small increments were necessary to _ "__r'_'
docugent the steep gradients in emissions and temperature found in a_ter-

! "i
i

! !
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burnln_ operation. The interval was incl'eased to _ominally 7.5 cm for

military power tests since emissions and temperate.re gradients at this
condition wore much less than for afterburning coaditlons. The tzme re-

quired for each traverse varied from 30 to 45 mluutes.. Complete surveys

(four power levels at each flight condition required approximately four

hours of continuous engine operation.

At the :,_ch 2.0 condition limited data were obtained up to 20 cm

above and _)elow the engine centezline on the vertical diameter. These
data showec" ,;ariations slmilaz to those c,n the horizontal diameter.

All gas analysis instruments were checked fox zero and span prior tc

each traverse. Because the co_Lsole allows rapid selection of zero, span,

or san-ple re.odes,these frequent checks could be made during power level

changes while the engine was running.
k

Concentrations which were measured on a dry basis (NOx , CO, and CO2)
are reported on a wet basis, correcting fGD water vapor, zncludlng both

inlet air humidity and wate_ vapor from combustion. The relations used

are given in reference 7.

Emission level8 of all constituents were converted to emission index

(El) parameters based on the local (gas sample) fuel-air ratio accordzng

to the relations given in reference 7.

.RESULTS A/_D DISCUSSION

The emissions and temperature profile data obtained duzln_ the test
program are presented in figures 3 to ii. Measured exhgust total temper-

atures are shown in figure 3. In this figure and all subsequent ones,

the horizontal axis on the figures is the radlal dlstance-from the engine

centerllne nondimenslonalized by the calculated exit radius (R8) at each
condition. This radius varies with flight condition and engine power

level. Data for the .t_ach2.0 flight condition is shown in part (a) of

the figure, data for _lach 2.4 is shown i_ part (b), and data _or Math 2.8 t

is shown in part (c). In all cases the simulated flight altitude is _,.,
19.8 kilometers. For each flight condition, data is shown for four engine _

power levels_ _illta_y (maximum power without afterburning), minimum i_

afterburning ('dlnA/3), an intermediate afterburning power level (Int A/B),

and maximur,_a_terburntr.g (Max A/B), see table I. For all flight condl-
tlons the temperature is quite uniform across the _-xhaust plane at mill-

tary power, but signlflcaut temperature gradients exist across the dlam- i

eter in the afterburning modes. Each data point shown is the average of !
the readlngs from the three thermocouples. No radiation correction was

aoplied to the measured temperatures. !

't_e local fuel-air ratios (f/a) calculated from the gas sample meas- _ i
'_ ' , and turements are shown it_ _igure 4(a), (b), and (c) for daci_ 2 O, 2.4,

2.8, respectively. Fo_ each flight condition the measured overall fuel- !__4_

air ratios are li_ted adjacent to the symbol designations. These a_e in

'i
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excellent correspondence to the averaged local fuel-air ratios obtained

from the gas sample.

Emissions data for the oxides of nitrogen, carbon monoxJ.de, and

unburned hydrocarbons age presented both in terms of volumetric concen-
trations (ppmv) and emission index (g e_ittant/kg fuel). Because the

fuel air ratio for each power level at each flight condition varies

across the exhaust diameter, the emission index profile is not a constant.

times the corresponding concentration profile. :

Oxides of Nitrogen Emissions

The volumetric exhaust conaentration of the oxides of nitrogen for

each of the conditions are shown in figure 5. NO x concentrations at mil-
: Itary power are nearly uniform across the exhaust, with an increase of

about a factor of 2 indi=ated in going from Mach 2.0 to 2.8. In after-

burning modes_ significant gradients in NO X are observed across the ex-
haust for all conditions,j- The values shown are total NO x (NO + NO 2) for
all conditions except maximum afterburnlng at Mach 2.4. At this condi-
tlon the converter on the chemiluminescence instrumen= was inadvertently

turned off, thus the values shown represent NO only for this condition

For all conditions except maximum afterburning at Mach 2.8, the

measured NO x on the engine centerllne is less in afterburning than at the
corresponding military power level. For all conditions the NO X concen-
tration at mld-radlus (downstream of the afterburner flame holders) Is

greater than t * at the same radius at military power. From figures 3,

4, and 5 it can .e seen that the NO X concentration, _he exhaust tempera-
tore, and the local fuel air ratio curves have the same shape. Thus it i

is not surprisi, g that the local emission index profiles for NC in fig-X
ure 6 are much more uniform than the concentration profiles since the

emission index is inversely proportional to the fuel-air ratio for a

given volumetric concentration. For all afterburnlng conditions the NO x
emission index profiles decrease toward the englna centerllne. Fo_ each-.:4

flight condition the emission indices in the afterburning modes are on

the order of one-half of the value at military power for the same flight '_,i-'_,
_ conditions. The emission indices at military power show that the oxides _

: of nitrogen emissions increase by slightly more than a factor of two from _il

Mach 2.0 to 2.8. The emission index values for military power at Idach 2.4

¢.urthez suggest that the increase in linear with blach number is this

range, i
,!

Unburned Hydrocarbon Emissions ,,
J

Exhaust concentrations of unburned hydrocarbons, a_ ppm C (parts per /_I
million carbon by volume), are shown in figure 7(a), (b), and (c) for , _

Mach 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8, raspectlvely. For all flight conditions, at rail- i_Itary power, unburned hydrocarbons were measured at less than I0 ppm C,
corresponding to emission Jndices, see fig. 8, of 1.ess than 0.3. : s

q9740q 5227-TSA08
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For minimum afterburuing, at all flight speeds, unburned hydrocar-
bon concentrations on the order of 10 000 ppm C were observed on the

engine centerline. _.owever, for these conditions, the measured concentra-

tions at radii greater than R8/2 was at least two orders of magnitude
less than the centerline value. The gradient in the emission indices

is even greater than this since high hydrocarbon concentrations occur at

radii where the local fuel-air ratio is lowest and conversely low hydro-
carbon concentrations occur at radii where the local fuel-air ratio, is

highest; see figures 4, 7, and 8.

For the Mach 2.0 condition, high centerllne hydrocarbon concentra-
tions are observed for all afterburner power levels, but the width of the

zone decreases with increasing power. Because the fuel-air ratio in-

creases substantially as power level increases, the centerline emission

index decreases, see fig. 8(a).

For both ,_ch 2.4 and 2.8, the centerllne concentration of unburned

hydrccarbons decreases with increasing power, and consequently the emis-
sion indices decrease even more rapidly. Note that at both intermediate

and maximum afterburning, unburned hydrocacbon emlssion decrease signifi-

cantly from Mach 2.0 to 2.8. For maximum afterburnlng at Mach 2.8, emis-

sions of unburned hydrocarbons did not exceed I0 ppm C anywhere across
the diameter.

Carbon Monoxide Emissions

Carbon monoxide emissions are expressed as ppmv in figure 9, and as

emission index in figure 10. At military power, the CO emissions are i
relatively uniform across the exhaust. At Mach 2.0 the CO emission index
is approximately 3, and decreases with increasing flight speed to approx-

imately 1.5 at Mach 2.8. In afterburn_ngmodes, CO emissions are sub-

stantially higher than at military power for all flight speeds. The re-

gions of the exhaust in which CO emissions are highest appear to be very

dependent on afterburnlng power level. At minimum afterburnlng CO emis-
sions are high in the center region where unburned hydrocarbon emissions

are also high, although the high CO region is typically wider than the • i_,
high unburned hydrocarbon region. At intermediate afterburning, the CO

emissions at larger radii (R/R 8 > 0.5) are slightly greater than at mini- " i
mum afterburning; see figures 9 a_nd 10.

At maximum afterburnlng, CO emissions are high at radii near

R/R 8 _ 0.7. This 18 not unexpected since the local fuel-air ratio (fig. _)

is near stoichiometric at this radius, and the equilibrium CO concentra-

tion would be on the order of 2 percent. For Mach 2.0, the CO is also

high in the center region, but for Hach 2.4 the center region CO is less _
than at larger radii, and at Mach 2.8, CO is very low in the center. _

In general, CO emissions decrease with increasing _light speed con-

sistent with the higher pressures and temperatures in the combustion sys- _ ' '__! ,._
tam at higher flight speeds.

1974015227-TSA09
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Carbon Dioxide Emissions

In figure 11, th .ssion index profiles for car, boa dioxide are
sho_:n for t,hch 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8. These figures provide a composite pic-
ture of where in_.fflciencies occur during afLerburniag. For all fllgh_

speeds, the CO 2 emission indices decrease in the center, as a consequence
of high CO, high HC, or in most cases, both. In general, afterburnlng

efficiency in this region improves with increasing power level, as well

as with increasing flight speed. At maximum afterburnlng, the CO 2 emis-
sion indices decrease at radii L_ear 0 7 of the exhaust nozzle radius. As

can be seen from the HC and CO profiles, fig ores 8 and I0, respectlve]y,

this decrease in CO 2 for larger radii is almost entire!y a resnlt of high
carbon monoxJ.de.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS

Gaseous er._issionsfrom a J-58 after burning turbojet engine were meas-

ured at simulated flight conditions of Mach 2.0, 2.4, and 2.8 at ]9.8 [_n

altitude. For each flight condition, detailed profile nems_rements were

made for four engine power levels from military through maximum afterburn-
ing_ These measurements ::ere made on a single diameter at the engine prl-

mary nozzle using a single point traversing gas sample probe."

The emissions proffles, presented in terms of concentration (ppmv)

and emission index (g emittant/kg fuel) gave the following results.

I. In afterburning-medes there are significant gradients in exhaust
temperature, local fuel air ratio, and species concentrations across the

exhaust plane. It was found that traverse increments on the order of 0.I

of the exhaust radius were required to document these gradients.

2. Oxides of nitrogen emissions increase by slightly more than a fac-

tor of two from Mach 2.0 to 2.8. The NOX en!ssion index values for mill-
tary power at Hach 'l.O, 2.4, arid 2.8 indicate that the increase is nearly ;

linear with increasing Math number in this range. ..

3. For each flight condition the NO- emission indices in afterburn- _

. ins modes are on th,,order of one-half o_ the value at military power for !_

the same flight speed, i I
. 4. At military power, unburned hydrocarbon emis:_ion indices were less ,

than 0.3 for all flight speeds.

5. ]n afLerburning modes, hydrocarbon emissions acre stJbstantially !_
higher than at military power due to high hydrocarbon concentrations in the

center rogion of the exhaust. The peak concentrations a,_d the radial ex-

tent of this region decreased with increasing flight s.cead and increasing
power level.

6. The carbon monoxide emission index at milltery p¢_er for Mach 2.0

was approximately 3 g CO/k s fuel and decreased with increasing flight speed.

F q
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7. In afterburning modes, CO emissions were substantially higher
than at inilitarypower for all flight speeds. The CO levels, and the
regions of the exhaust in which these emissions are highest is very de-
pendent on afterburning power level.
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TABLE I. - TEST CONDITIONS

[Simulatedaltitude s 19.8 kin]

i L

Ma,.hnumber
i

2.0 J 2.4 2.8

i

I
lJL J ,,i i i

Engine inlet temperature_ K 390 465 553
Engine inlet pressure, arm 0.42 0.75 1.35
Altitude chamber pressure, a=m 0.22 0.30 0.42

" Military, f/a 0.018 0.015 0.013
Min A/B, f/a 0.042 0.037 0.033
Int A/B, f/a 0.050 0.044 0.040
_x A/B, f/a 0.064 O.O59" 0.057

,

i
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(a) Probeandtraversing mechanism.

Figure t. - Gassampleprobe.
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Gassample'probe

Thermocouples
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(b)Detailofsensorarea. _,
Figure1. - Concluded. _
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